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Activity Reports - Get instant email forwarding!

Your daughter comes home from
school and goes online.

She receives an email from an
unknow guy named Tom.

Within seconds, eBLASTER sends an
EXACT COPY of this email.

Within seconds, eBLASTER sends you
an EXACT COPY of her reply.

Your daughter replies to the email
from Tom.
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KNOWING EVERYTHING THEY DO ONLINE
IS AS EASY AS CHECKING YOUR EMAIL
eBLASTER® records your teenʼs
online and computer activity,
and then automatically emails
you easy-to-read reports,
as well as immediate copies
of their chats, instant
messages and email.
With eBLASTER®, protecting
your child 24/7 is as easy
as opening your email!

BE ALERTED

Know if theyʼre in danger
and take immediate action. 
eBLASTER® Keyword 
Detection sends you an 
immediate email alert 
whenever a keyword or 
sensitive phrase is
encountered.

BE NOTIFIED IN REAL-TIME

eBLASTER® Instant 
Notification keeps you
“in the know” by
automatically sending you 
an exact copy of every 
email, chart and instant 
message as they occur.

SEE THEIR ONLINE ACTIVITY

Get comprehensive reports of 
everything they do online and 
on their computer sent right 
to your email. eBLASTER® 
Activity Reports are sent 
automatically to any email 
address you choose, as often 
as you like.
 

eBLASTER
MONITOR. ALERT. PROTECT. 

®

“This easy-to-use program
provides comprehensive,
personalized reports.”

-Gannett News

eBLASTER® creates a detailed report of their Internet 
activity and then emails it to you as frequently as you 
choose.  eBLASTER® Activity Reports include emails 
(sent and received), chat/instant messages, keystrokes 
typed, websites visited, online searches, programs 
launched, Facebook and other social networking 
activity, files transferred and more.

eBLASTER® Activity Report

eBLASTER® captures emails, chats and instant 
messages the moment they are sent or received 
and IMMEDIATELY forwards an exact copy to your 
email address.
 

Instant Email, Chat & IM Forwarding



Install eBLASTER® on the computer 
you wish to monitor and walk away.  
Itʼs that simple! eBLASTER® 
automatically records EVERYTHING 
they do online and on their computer, 
including:

Emails Sent and Received

Chats and Instant Messages

Keystrokes Typed

Files Uploaded/Downloaded

User Activity

Online Searches

Websites Visited
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“No household with childen
should be without it.”

-M. Baranski

“Your company is saving
children. Be very proud.”

-Lisa K., St. Louis, Mo

See Their Online Activity
eBLASTER® recordings are organized into an easy-to-read Activity Report
that is automatically sent to any email address you choose as often as you
like. Now you can keep watch over their online activity.

Be Notified Real-Time
eBLASTER® Instant Notification keeps you “in-the-know” by automatically
and immediately forwarding you an exact copy of every email, chat and
instant message as they occur.

eBLASTER® will keep an eye out for inappropriate activity. Upon detection
of any listed words or phrases (within an email, on a web page or typed on
the keyboard), eBLASTER® will immediately send you an Alert email warning
you of possible trouble.

Detect Danger
eBLASTER® will scan your
recordings for sensitive words
or phrases and send you an
immediate Keyword Alert via
email if danger is detected.

About SpectorSoft
SpectorSoft monitoring solutions keep children safe online by providing parents
the tools to monitor and record their childrenʼs computer, online and mobile
device activity. The information gathered can be used to track, manage and
notify parents of potentially dangerous situations. More than 900,000 consumers
and 160,000 businesses, government organizations, schools, and law enforcement
agencies have purchased SpectorSoft products to help protect children, manage
risk, prevent data loss and address compliance mandates.

A powerful feature of eBLASTER® allows you 
to instruct the program to look for certain 
keywords or sensitive phrases. When they are 
found, eBLASTER® will record the incident 
and alert you immediately.
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